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I lol frequently at people who talk about their free will and act offended the JoS
simply EXPRESSES some realities that are already inherent in... reality. This
sweet delusion that these people are free is always a nice thing to observe and
laugh at.

In fact, many people defend the illusion and delusion of supposedly being "Free",
rather than their actual freedom. So instead of complaining and/or rejecting the
people that really restrain them, they complain and spit in the face of the people
that try to help them stand on their own feet. These people are programmed to
self-destruction so hardly, but under the sweet name "Free Will".

Frequently, such people can complain even to the JoS. Like, it's not literally the
most liberal place on the planet right now. Since liberation is not to do simply
whatever comes in your stupid mind, but actually KNOW which choices are
cleverer and or beneficial for you to take. We are not libtards ourselves in our
worldly policy and we never hid this fact either.

So, a few people can rant, like we created these rules about life, it's like they are
there, and you have to follow them if you want to live a proper existence. They
are not part of some random cultural generation of ours generated by a little
fellowship that seeks to create hundreds of abnormal rules and regulations.

One example is the weedtards. Like seriously, they do a habit that smokes fries
and ruins their brain, that will make them reply on "Good morning" in 2 minutes
delay interval. And that fries your frontal cortex. We express that for social and
personal reasons this habit is worthless and decadent. Which you more than
likely always knew as well but denied it. And some people go as far as to use
meme slogans like "There are no restrictions in Satanism".

Well technically yes there are none, our doctrine only has one wrongdoing,
universal to all lifeforms: To not go full Stupid. Nobody is sitting next to you trying
to get your cigarette, your weed, or whatever else you smoke. So, you are
definitely 'free' in action to do such.

Many people define "FREE WILL" by the ability to do just about any stupidity with
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their brain, mind and body. They define for some bizarre reason that one is really
free only if they are allowed to suicide or something. Little do they see that they
are not free at all. In the example of drugs, there are literally millions who enforce
them and do brainwashing to them to do it: Media, Culture, Politicians, Peer
Pressure, Druglords, Drug Cartels, Rappers, what have you. They profit from
their so-called "Free Will". Somehow the subject of such an experiment claims
they are 'free' or they do what they want.

If we are to reduce all the factors that benefit others, what does one get from
such a habit? They lose money, they lose neurons, they lose health, they smell
like shit, they become lazy and worthless individuals, risk themselves to addiction
and so forth. This is all they gain. Their exchange is a plasmatic fake ass hacking
of their biological brain that falsely tells their brain that they did something good.

These people say they have free will and sometimes they post it on the forums.
Why don't you tell it to the CIA, to the governments, to the Media, to the weed
subculture, to the peers that pressure you, to the drug lords, to the drug cartels,
and to the rappers, that forcibly brainwash you into doing weed?

Because you're clearly their slave through their experiments on you. One is so
enslaved they do not even THINK that all of this is a deliberate thing to enslave
them and fry their brain and body. Slavery has reached such a level that it's
beyond any suspicion and/or ability to react to it.

This can also reach other points where one tries to help the enslaved only to get
attacked while doing it. And this is not about intellectual realities here, this is
about hard, physical reality. Many people who have peers who smoke and/or
abuse, know they can viciously attack someone who tries to get them to stop.
Some people are sworn in self destruction.

So stop trying to tell us about your 'free will', and 'free choice in Satanism' simply
because we just tell you to do what's good for yourself and take your mind in your
own hands. If you think Satanism is about free choice why don't you simply use
your logical function and move away from such hazardous and lowlife habits?

Satanism is about the spiritual and the future material elite, that will have a soul
and substance. And not smoked or snorted substances. Those who have picked
this destiny for themselves cannot follow the rule of the mob which is drugs, full
decadence, and pure self-destructive retardation. You have to love yourself and
truly love freedom to take this road which, depending on how deep you are in a
hole, may in the beginning be uphill. But it's always worth it.



Free will is the ability not only to 'choose' but also to know which are the proper
choices and paths to take to reach higher levels of your existence. This is 'free
will' in Satanism. Not the free abuse of your ability to decide in a race to meet
with the cesspool of existence. And for this reason, one needs to fight in order to
develop their free will. It exists, but in rarity. And not at all moments. So, one has
to understand this and try to regain back their freedom step by step.

Free Will is a privilege that doesn't just simply belong to everyone by definition. It
belongs to those that develop it step by step.
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